Drops of anxiety flowed right through my temple,
Was I going to do it?

Hair on my skin as erect as pillars,
Was I going to do it?

Boisterous cheers on my name was announced,
I couldn’t fail them.
Gleaming eyes seeking for inspiration,

I couldn’t fail them.
Reticence at once, as I got on the block.

I was going to do it.
The dive that would change everything,
I was going to do it.

Raag Ganapathy

On your mark, get set…
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I am going to do it
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His knees were screaming with pain,

Lungs pushed to heights of strain,
His body was tearing apart,
He decided his efforts will not go in vain.

Nothing did he feel at the start,
For he was of something a past.

He was going to have no rest, for he had to work
Realized he, to run was truly an art
He reached the last 400m mark

He remembered his employer’s bark
Faster the kid ran, to complete the marathon

A twelve-year old running against child labour

Rahul Tharun
3067
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Sports for me, means a lot.

Sports has given me so much

Aiming and striking, running and fainting

It gave me friends and family alike

Makes me feel energetic, active and what not.

It showed me that I’ve always got somebody

This I feel, is a gift that is exciting.

To watch my back.

When I hold my bat,

Being a sportsman is an honor

And see the bowler gaining speed

And I feel proud about it.

I feel the world is beneath me
I feel that my obstacle can be overcome.

Sports has taught me so many things
It showed me that I’m worth so much more

It gave me a belief about myself
It taught me to stand up for myself.

Mehul Arya
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What is sports?

To think it

Is it an exercise?

To live it

Or is it leisure?

To be it.

No, it is none.

Sports is many things

What is sports?

you think it is not

It is a lifestyle.

It isn’t many things

The way one lives

you think it is

The way one acts.

It is something for me,

What is sports?

And it isn’t the same for you.

Is it an excuse
Not to study?

It is an impulse.
No, it is a mindset.

But to know what it is,
You must ask

So my question to you is
What is sports to YOU?

Aryan Kalaria
2303
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I strived hard to soar high

To emerge like a colourful butterfly
Crest and trough I did face

And for medals I did chase.
The competition was fierce
And I broke down into tears

Then came light that stabbed my fears
I am even indebted to my sporty peers.

In the end I did achieve
For I never lost my imperious zeal
And I did carve my seal

In the milestone of sports

Anugraha Mahesh
3129
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For fitness I am the prime
With rules I strive
For those who are lazy

I have no time.
For speed, I’m the track
For heights, I’m the basket

For those who are passionate
I am the goal

With dedication you soar,
Immense hard work you score
Teamwork is all you need

Kripa Sagari Mucheli

And then I’m complete.
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I wasn’t allowed,

I wasn’t encouraged,
Still I went to become
Someone I was meant to be.

I believed in myself,
I knew I could swim.

I worked my heart and soul,
And achieved my dreams.
With medals in my hand

When I stood on the stand

Jahnvi Kedia

I saw them cheering for me
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And hence I proved, a “SHE” can be.
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One day, I was playing alone
Kicking a football
And then rumbled, a big dark cloud

Hanging like cotton, off a hook
And then, a streak of lightning hit

Sending the birds away chirping
And a mad dog howling
And me trembling

Still my legs were glued to the ball
And all the mud flying around
I was drenched and covered with sweat
And still my legs were glued to the ball

Gaurav. M
3193
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The word sports means a lot to me
It is an expression I cannot fathom

Sports had made me oblivious to obstacles
Sports has made me invulnerable to objections

When I dribble the basketball down the court
I can feel blood pumping
And when I shoot a basket, with an air of confidence

I can feel my heart’s pulse shoot up at miles per second
Sports has taught me to shoulder responsibility

Sports has taught me to battle for my victories
Sports has taught me to come back stronger
Sports has made realize that we are meant to be broken.

Pinnamaneni Sriya

2059
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Energy and stamina all up for the big game

Not a minute to waste, just get on the court and play
I remember when I used to watch others play
Admiring the game and the players too

A sudden rush along my body
To see my favourite team winning my favourite game

At last the day comes when I stand in their shoes
Ready to make a move, but I fear, would it be right?
Don’t know what’s ahead in this 10 army match

But I will try my best to face the odds
The game went smooth and rough at times
But the team and I kept working hard

Varsha Manoj

The years of training of practice paid off
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To see my coach happy at our win in the basketball match
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The wind kisses my feet

Messi they call me around the nations!

As I kick the ball across the field

Now I wonder when it thundered

It starts to rain,

I live the game,

But hey! What’s the gain without pain?

It never lost its wonder

When it thundered, I wondered

When the rain would lose it’s wonder
So did I go but not the rain

Thought that day another day another game
The wind kisses my feet
As I kick the ball across the field

It started to rain now with applause
Of the fans who never lost a game

Now I play for the Nation

Maheshwar
3100
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The beautiful game of football,
90 minutes it takes to play, that’s all,

It takes courage to play and step up,
Especially when you play for your country, in the World Cup
Ronaldo, Messi, Maradona, Pele,

All the big names in football.
They came to the stage from nothing,

Because they can stand up even if they fall.
Football is not just a game,
It’s a revolution.

For me, it is the greatest that can be,
And I believe that it will lead us to evolution.

Sideesh Gnanashekar
2290
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Ronaldo has been my inspiration from a very young age,

He is as fierce as a beast locked in a cage.
He has played for Manchester United, Real Madrid,
What the fans demanded he always did.
He is the king of Europe,

When the team is down he is always the one who gets up.
He is the most achieved football player ever,
One thing he has taught me is to look down never.

Shravan Gajera
Never was a player born like him,
He is the man, he is the team.
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